What We Will be Covering

- Overview of Library Collection
- How to Search
  - Maps, Atlases, and Books
- Useful Resources
  - Tangible/Online
- Web-Based Mapping Databases
- Library GIS Services
Overview of Library Collection

Best Places to Start:  
http://infoguides.gmu.edu/maps

- Physical Location: at 1st Floor, Wing C, Fenwick (US Topos)
- Atlas Reference Collection (Call Numbers, G 1019-G 4400)
How to Discover/Access Collection

- **Mason Library Catalog** (Tips to search-demo)
  - Atlases
  - Individual Sheets (USGS Topos, Arial Photos, CIA Maps, Sanborn Fire Insurance maps, etc)

- **Other Catalogs**
  - Library of Congress (Global)
  - USGS Catalog
  - WorldCat (Union Catalog)
Other Useful Sites

- **David Rumsey** Historical Map Collection
- **Online Map Collection** (Perry-Castañeda Library, University of Texas)
- See Atlas Infoguide>Online Map Resources
Web-Based Mapping Databases

Library Subscription Based

- Social Explorer
- SimplyMap
- PolicyMap
- China GeoExplore
- Landscan

Access via the database portal
Library Services-Geospatial Data/GIS

- [http://infoguides.gmu.edu/gis](http://infoguides.gmu.edu/gis)
- Data Inquires
- GIS Workshops
- Tutorials
- Software Access (ArcGIS, Qgis, Google Earth, etc)
Map Citation Style

- Any Qs, Contact:
  
  Joy Suh (hsuh1@gmu.edu)